Multiple generations of grain aggregation in different environments preceded solar system body formation
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The solar system formed from interstellar dust and gas in a molecular cloud. Astronomical observations show that typical interstellar dust consists of amorphous (a-) silicate and organic carbon. Bona fide physical samples for laboratory studies would yield unprecedented insight about solar system formation, but they were largely destroyed. The most likely repositories of surviving presolar dust are the least altered extraterrestrial materials, interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) with probable cometary origins. Cometary IDPs contain abundant submicron a-silicate grains called GEMS (glass with embedded metal and sulfides), believed to be carbon-free. Some have detectable isotopically anomalous a-silicate components from other stars, proving they are preserved dust inherited from the interstellar medium. However, it is debated whether the majority of GEMS predate the solar system or formed in the solar nebula by condensation of high-temperature (>1,300 K) gas. Here, we map IDP compositions with single nanometer-scale resolution and find that GEMS contain organic carbon. Mapping reveals two generations of grain aggregation, the key process in growth from dust grains to planetesimals, mediated by carbon. GEMS grains, some with a-silicate subgrains mantled by organic carbon, comprise the earliest generation of aggregates. These aggregates (and other grains) are encapsulated in lower-density organic carbon matrix, indicating a second generation of aggregation. Since this organic carbon thermally decomposes above ~450 K, GEMS cannot have accreted in the hot solar nebula, and formed, instead, in the cold presolar molecular cloud and/or outer protoplanetary disk. We suggest that GEMS are consistent with surviving interstellar dust, condensed in situ, and cycled through multiple molecular clouds.
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the nonvolatile rock-forming elements Mg, Si, Ca, and Fe, a mean size of \(~200\) nm, and inferred presence of iron inclusions (9). Carbon detection by the CDA was difficult in such small samples impacting at high speeds due, in part, to contamination issues (9).

The logical repositories of surviving presolar dust are small solid solar system bodies that escaped the differentiation processes experienced by large planetary bodies. Although rare a-silicate and organic carbon grains with isotopic signatures of presolar origins are found in the most primitive meteorites, the hot conditions in the inner solar nebula were not conducive to their survival (7, 10). Even if such grains survived the heating, evaporation, and recondensation processes at work in the hot inner part of the solar system to be incorporated into asteroid parent bodies of meteorites, the evidence would have been largely obliterated by gas (8, 13, 16–18). In shock: additional heating, and aqueous alteration (1, 11). Instead, minimally altered primary a-silicates and organic carbon are most likely to survive in carbon-rich, anhydrous, interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) and micrometeorites, uncompacted dust grain aggregates believed to originate from small bodies like comets that have escaped significant alteration because of their small sizes and accretion in cold outer regions of the protoplanetary disk (12, 13).

Cometary IDPs contain varying abundances of a-silicate grains known as GEMS (glass with embedded metal and sulfides). They are prime candidates for the inner belts of terrestrial planets because (i) some have been shown to have non-solar isotope compositions consistent with origins in the outflows of other stars or supernovae (14, 15) and are thus unambiguous remnant interstellar dust and (ii) they have many properties consistent with those observed and inferred for interstellar dust: GEMS grains have approximately solar relative abundances of the nonvolatile rock-forming elements, have a mean grain size of \(~\mu\)m, and are unique among known meteoritic materials in having nanometer-sized inclusions of FeNi alloy (kamacite) and iron-rich sulfide (pyrrhotite) embedded in magnesium-rich, amorphous olivine (16–18). In shock: additional heating, only GEMS grains and only organic carbon in cometary IDPs have both been shown to exhibit a UV-visible spectral feature at 5.7 eV that corresponds to the 2,175-Å feature observed in the ISM and is attributed to the presence of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (19). Infrared spectral similarity between the organic carbon in meteorites, IDPs, and dust in the (diffuse) ISM has long been recognized (20). Crystalline minerals, generally believed to have been transported from hot regions of the disk, and GEMS grains are often found together by a typically porous, organic-a-silicate a-silicate matrix. Organic carbon in GEMS grains and few crystals are embedded in the presolar molecular cloud or outer reaches of the protosolar disk have been reported in some cometary IDPs (21).

Two very different mechanisms and environments of GEMS formation have been proposed. The first theory proposes that GEMS formed by irradiation processing that resulted in gradual isotopic and chemical homogenization of mineral grains in a cold environment like the ISM (17). This theory posits that all GEMS are surviving presolar a-silicates, and only some retain detectable remnant isotope signatures of their stellar origins. The second theory proposes that most GEMS formed by nonequilibrium condensation in a hot environment like the inner solar nebula after more-refractory minerals condensed from a gas of solar (elemental and isotopic) composition (18). This second theory posits that there are two populations of GEMS: some presolar a-silicates, but most solar system condensates. More details of the two theories and counterarguments are given in SI Appendix.

Both theories for GEMS formation assume that GEMS are composed exclusively of inorganic a-silicate matrix and mineral grains (FeNi metal and FeNi sulfides), that is, that they are carbon-free. However, the carbon content of GEMS grains has remained elusive due to their subpicogram masses, compositional and structural heterogeneity, and terrestrial contamination, and the impracticality of gathering together such small, embedded objects to permit bulk analyses. If GEMS grains, even those that are isotopically normal, contain organic carbon, it would represent a new observational constraint on their formation conditions. Here, we describe state-of-the-art 1- to 3-nm spatial resolution analyses of GEMS to assess the petrographic (spatial) relationships between a-silicate and organic carbon which the GEMS and consider constraints on the processes involved in GEMS formation and the astrophysical setting in which those processes most likely occurred.

Results

We examined two cometary IDPs that are rich in a-silicate GEMS grains and organic carbon and poor in crystalline silicates condensed in hot inner solar system regions. One contains nanoglobules. We examined a \(~10-\mu\)m-diameter IDP (U217B19) and a \(~10-\mu\)m-diameter fragment or “clast” (LT39) of a giant cluster particle (U220GCA) using electron microscopy, secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) on ultramicrotomed sections (see SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S1). Both IDPs are \(~50/50\%\) mixture, by volume, of organic carbon and a-silicate GEMS (Fig. 1). The GEMS grains contain FeNi metal (kamacite) and FeNi sulfide (pyrrhotite) nanocrystals embedded in amorphous Mg-silicate matrix.

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and mapping were used to assess composition and structural relationships between GEMS grains and organic carbon. Elemental mapping with 1- to 3-nm spatial resolution reveals carbon mantles both on the exterior surfaces of GEMS grains and also on subgrains inside GEMS grains, as well as partial mantles of GEMS material on nanoglobule surfaces (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1). Partial mantles of GEMS are identified by their GEMS-like morphology and elemental chemistry. While some GEMS grains display clear carbonaceous mantles on subgrains, the carbon in others is more diffusely distributed. The average composition of the organic carbon matrix for U217B18, determined by scanning transmission electron microscopy EDX, is C\(_2\)O-N\(_4\)O\(_6\) (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 and Table S2). Additional details of EDX data and procedures employed are described in SI Appendix.

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) confirms the N/C ratio of 0.07 (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 and Table S2). This N/C ratio is similar to that found in chondritic (CI) meteorites, although C and N bulk abundances in U217B19 (and LT39) are approximately an order of magnitude higher. LT39 matrix organic carbon, however, has a consistently lower N/C ratio of 0.02. From relative X-ray and EELS scattering intensities, we distinguish two densities of organic carbon. One is a low-density matrix, in which the GEMS grain and few crystals are embedded, and is compositionally similar in both U217B19 and LT39. The other is higher-density organic carbon present as mantles on GEMS grains and their internal subgrains and as individual blebs in matrix organic carbon (Fig. 1). Organic nanoglobules, when present, are also higher in density than the surrounding matrix. The nanoglobules have O/C ratios similar to the lower-density organic carbon matrix, but the blebs and mantles on grains have higher O/C ratios (SI Appendix, Table S2).

FTIR spectra (diffraction-limited) over entire individual thin sections show that the carbon in U217B19 is organic. While the peak wavenumbers of several of the proposed features are not uniquely identifiable and the relative strengths of the features do not directly scale with abundances, we find that the organic carbon contains a significant aliphatic component and complex hydroxyl (R-OH), carbonyl (C=O), cyano (C≡N), and probable minor nitro (R-NO\(_2\)) molecular chemistry (Fig. 2). The sharp silicate feature at \(~1,100\) cm\(^{-1}\) (\(~9\) μm) is due not to GEMS but to the presence of minor crystalline silicates (pyroxene) in the ultramicrotomed section. Infrared signal from the GEMS is very weak relative to the crystalline component and is further weakened due to their high content of metal, sulfides, and carbon (19). In the presence of crystalline silicates, GEMS are undetected in infrared spectra from IDP thin sections (22, 23). Additional details of FTIR data and procedures employed are described in SI Appendix.
EELS was used to investigate molecular functionality and variation at the 5-nm spatial scale in matrix organic carbon and nanoglobules (Fig. 3). Limited signal-to-noise unfortunately precluded reliable EELS collection from thin organic carbon mantles. We note, however, that the carbon within GEMS is consistent with organic matter, since GEMS have a 2.175-Å primary amorphous carbon layer. This indicates that the carbon within GEMS is now revealed to be even more intimate (see SI Appendix).

Organic carbon within GEMS grains clarifies our understanding of previous observations. Acid etching experiments demonstrated a close association of GEMS grains with organics that is now revealed to be even more intimate (see SI Appendix and references therein). Prior studies have also noted GEMS grains’ anomalously low density relative to crystalline silicates, a result now readily explained by organic carbon within GEMS grains.

Fig. 2. Synchrotron FTIR spectrum from a thin section of IDP U217B19 mounted on a carbon film substrate transmission electron microscopy grid. The spectrum allows definitive assignments of hydroxyl (–OH), aliphatic hydrocarbon (–CH₃, –CH₂), carbonyl (C=O), and silicate (SiO₂) functional groups. Despite the predominance of amorphous silicate in the section volume, the silicate feature is relatively narrow due to the strong signal from the (minor) crystalline silicates that are present. The spectral features also indicate the possible presence of cyano (C≡N) and nitro groups (R–NO₂).

Discussion

We report observations within individual GEMS grains of organic carbon mantles on a-silicate subgrains as small as ∼10 nm, in addition to distinct mantles on GEMS grain exteriors (Fig. 1 A–D). These GEMS and other crystalline components are bound together by an organic matrix. The organic mantles have measurably higher O contents and densities than the surrounding organic matrix. We interpret these observations as evidence for two sequential generations of aggregation, possibly in different environments. GEMS are thus first-generation aggregates in which subgrain mantles may have played a role in the aggregation (or accretion) process. The second generation of aggregation involved sticking of GEMS grains, crystals, and nanoglobules, also perhaps facilitated by a second generation of mantles, to form the aggregate structure with organic matrix observed in cometary IDPs.

Organic carbon within GEMS grains clarifies our understanding of previous observations. Acid etching experiments demonstrated a close association of GEMS grains with organics that is now revealed to be even more intimate (see SI Appendix and references therein). Prior studies have also noted GEMS grains’ anomalously low density relative to crystalline silicates, now readily explained by organic carbon within GEMS grains.
Finally, observed stoichiometric excesses of oxygen were attributed solely to the a-silicate, but oxygen in the organic carbon also contributes to an apparent excess.

Our observations present constraints on GEMS grains formation environment(s). The organic carbon found in GEMS interiors is inconsistent with subgrain aggregation in the hot inner solar nebula because C=O- and C≡N-containing molecules, like those we observe, are thermally unstable at temperatures as low as 450 K (10, 28). One possibility is that GEMS subgrains were transported outward from the hot inner regions, as were the minor quantities of crystalline single-mineral grains (e.g., enstatite, forsterite, and pyrrhotite) that are consistent with vapor-phase condensation in the hot inner solar nebula and transport to the cold outer nebula comet-forming region. In this case, outward-transported GEMS subgrains would have aggregated into GEMS grains in cold regions before the second aggregation to form cometary parent bodies. However, GEMS subgrains were not subject to the same environment as the mineral grains because the latter lack higher-density mantles. This suggests that GEMS subgrains were not condensed in the inner solar system and transported outward before aggregation in a colder environment. Whether or not GEMS subgrains condensed in the inner solar nebula, the presence of interior organic carbon precludes (aggregate) GEMS grain formation by nonequilibrium condensation in the inner solar system, one of the theories currently espoused for GEMS grain formation (18). It is also inconsistent with a single process in the ISM, like irradiation processing of mineral grains, the other theory for GEMS grain formation (17).

A number of lines of evidence point to cold environments for both generations of aggregation. First, GEMS-rich IDPs contain the highest abundances of surviving isotopically anomalous refractory and nonrefractory components, consistent with a cold environment well beyond the influence of the early Sun (14, 15). Second, the elemental and isotopic compositions of the organic carbon in the IDPs analyzed here support their formation in an extremely cold environment, like those in molecular clouds and/or the outer solar nebula (21, 29–31). Nitrogen-rich organic carbon is believed to result from low-temperature UV photolysis of N-rich ices and (icy) mantles on grains (4, 29, 31). Nonsolar 15N/14N isotope ratios in the nanoglobules are believed to result from chemical fractionation at even lower temperatures (~20 K) (20). Different N/C element ratios in the matrix carbon of the two IDPs suggest either variability in the volatile chemistry of the molecules condensed into icy mantles before second generation aggregation or, more likely, differences in the temperatures and/or irradiation experienced by second-generation aggregates resulting in different degrees of loss of some N-bearing species.

Fig. 3. Electron energy-loss spectra from organic carbon in U217B19. (A) Low-loss spectra from matrix (a.1) and nanoglobule (a.2) displaying a prominent ~5.5-eV feature characteristic of PAHs. (B) Core loss carbon-K edges from two different regions of the organic matrix (b.1 and b.2), a nanoglobule (b.3), and the carbon support substrate (b.4). Fine structures on the edges are consistent with the following functional groups: aliphatic and/or aromatic ring –C=C; imine C≡N; amide O=C=N; and aldehydes O=CH, ketones O=C=O, nitrile C≡N; aliphatic C=C; amide O=C-NHx, and carboxyl O=C=O (see SI Appendix for peak assignments). (C) Nitrogen-K edge with a feature at 401.5 eV consistent with nitrile and/or amide functionalities. (D) Oxygen-K edge with a sharp preedge feature at 531 eV consistent with carbonyl (C=O).

Fig. 4. (A) Ion-induced secondary electron image of a region of thin section of U217B19 and (B) corresponding 615N intensity map. The 15N-rich hotspot in the rectangle corresponds to the enlarged region in D and has δ15N = 412 ± 37‰. Black regions correspond to locations with insufficient N to determine isotopic ratios, typically low-density organic carbon matrix. Other N-rich regions correspond to areas in which GEMS and high-density organic carbon are present but with insufficient signal-to-noise to determine isotopic anomalies at a statistically significant level. (C) HAADF image of thin section of U217B19. Rectangle indicates the location of the enlarged region in D. (D) HAADF image of the region containing the 15N-rich hotspot shows that it corresponds to a high-density organic carbon ng. The darker region labeled “c” is lower-density organic carbon.
Higher O/C ratios in the mantles on GEMS grains, relative to that in the organic matrix, are consistent with prolonged irradiation of O-bearing ices at low temperatures (20). High levels of O in organics have been previously associated with presolar molecular cloud material in IDPs (32). Third, our observations indicate that GEMS subgrains aggregated in the presence of organic nanoglobules. The organic nanoglobules in U2-17B19 exhibit inorganic, partial mantles of GEMS material on their surfaces, not previously reported (Fig. 1 E–H). Nitrogen-rich, \[^{15}N/^{14}N\]-enriched nanoglobules have been extensively studied and require cold and radiation-rich formation environments, although not necessarily simultaneously (20, 21, 26). As such, we infer that, like nanoglobules, GEMS grains form in such environments. Finally, the mixed aliphatic and aromatic content and the remarkable diversity of N- and O-bearing moieties and rich molecular heterogeneity that extends down to the nanometer-length scale (Figs. 2 and 3) in the organic carbon is consistent with astronomical observations of rich molecular chemistry in molecular clouds (33, 34).

Given the constraints on GEMS formation environments established by this study, we favor a presolar origin for GEMS subgrains. Nonsolar oxygen isotopic abundances detected in several large GEMS grains in other IDPs show that some GEMS grains contain stardust and supernovae ejecta not completely destroyed (35). The observed sizes of GEMS silicate subgrains are smaller than the lateral resolution in isotope measurements, suggesting that, when carriers of isotope anomalies are individual accreted subgrains, they may be widespread but too small to be detected with current instruments. GEMS grains identified as presolar grains by isotope anomalies are indisputably surviving interstellar dust. Since the vast majority (97% or more) of ISM dust is expected to have formed in situ in dense cloud environments and, thus, be isotopically approximately solar; the vast majority of GEMS grains are also consistent with dust formed in situ in the ISM. With few exceptions, inorganic nanoglobules indicate that the interstellar dust from which they are generated is, on average, isotopically approximately solar (35).

GEMS grains that contain both a-silicate and organic carbon have been considered in astronomical observations, experiments, and modeling. A core–mantle model for interstellar dust was proposed decades ago but lacked confirmation in physical samples until now (36). To better match astronomical observations, more-recent models also incorporate physically realistic composite grains having organic carbon mantles on a-silicate cores or aggregated, comprised ISM-condensed grains and partially destroyed stellar grain fragments that were incorporated in small, icy, cometary bodies. We suggest that the second aggregation occurred in the outer regions of the collapsing cloud or young protoplanetary disk subsequent to silicate condensation at high temperatures. The high abundance of GEMS grains in some cometary IDPs (~100% of nominally inorganic grains, in some cases) indicates that the outermost regions were dominated by a-silicate–rich grains. To produce the observed N-bearing complex organics in the organic matrix, ice-mantled grains must have experienced a radiation-rich environment before their incorporation in a larger dust body. Vertical diffusion of dust above the midplane of the protoplanetary disk to warmer layers, even at large heliocentric distances, may have served this role (31). Thus, nanoglobules, GEMS grains, and their high-density mantles are all consistent with products of repeated cycling in and out of cold molecular clouds followed by radiation exposure outside of, or in, optically thin regions near the edge of the solar accretion disk formed from our presolar molecular cloud.

This proposed scenario addresses additional observations about GEMS. All GEMS grains, including those that are isotopically anomalous, show nanometer-scale elemental composition heterogeneity (17, 18), and it is often only collectively that GEMS grains are approximately solar in elemental composition. Elemental heterogeneity is expected if the population of initial, nanometer-scale grains, from which GEMS grains subsequently aggregated, comprised ISM-condensed grains and partially destroyed stellar grain fragments that acted as substrates for ISM condensation, physically separated by icy/organic mantles. We note that other researchers have proposed near-solar elemental compositions (e.g., ±20%) as a means of identifying interstellar dust that does not display detectable isotopic anomalies (18, 49); however, incomplete ISM processing of the subcomponents in a dust grain, combined with chemical affinities, may produce objects that retain sufficient elemental compositional heterogeneity to be nonsolar but without sufficient isotopic compositional heterogeneity to be detectable by lower spatial resolution isotope analyses.

**Conclusion**

This analytical study provides constraints on the formation conditions and aggregation processes resulting in GEMS grains in cometary IDPs by demonstrating that they are composed of organic-mantled, a-silicate subgrains. These observations restrict GEMS formation by aggregation to cold environments and strengthen links to presolar interstellar dust. We favor a scenario involving cycling between dense molecular cloud and diffuse ISM environments to form a-silicate subgrains and suggest that...
GEMS aggregates may have formed in the presolar molecular cloud. Then, final aggregation of GEMS together with other IDP components may have occurred in the collapsing cloud or outer regions of the protoplanetary disk. In this scenario, GEMS acted as the original bricks and mortar of the solar system, carrying rock-forming elements and organic carbon with diverse molecular chemistry from the cold ISM into the solar nebula, where remnants are preserved in small icy bodies that have avoided significant thermal and aqueous processing. There is more work to be done to fully illuminate the earliest stages of solar system body formation, and the results of this study may serve to motivate additional analyses, observations, and modeling.

Methods
IDO samples were prepared by ultramicrotomy and analyzed by transmission electron microscopy using imaging to study petrography, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy for elemental compositions and mapping, and EELS for organic composition and bonding analyses. SIMS using NanoSIMS provided C, N, and O isotopic composition mapping. FTIR spectra were acquired using a synchrotron source over entire samples. The multiple methods used in this study are identified in Results and described in more detail in SI Appendix.
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